CAREERS! Part 1

Assist visitors and enforce regulations in recreational areas as a __ Ranger
Entertain the masses by performing on stage, TV and movies
Record the statements and proceedings of trials as a __ Reporter
Keep adults and children healthy by diagnosing their ailments
Take responsibility for the content and accuracy of printed materials
Play music and provide information to your listeners as a Disc __
Provide health care for the __ of the community as a Veterinarian
Clean and repair teeth and gums for your patients
Create drawings that tell how to build machines, buildings and vehicles
Prepare bouquets and arrangements of beautiful flowers
Study past __ by studying their remains as an Archaeologist
Design chemical processing systems and structures as a Chemical __
Maintain, troubleshoot and repair vehicles and machinery
Manage the creation, financing and presentation of movies and TV shows
Design systems and structures for flight vehicles as an __ Engineer
Design and guide the construction of buildings and structures
Serve meals and assist others during those long flights as a Flight __
Build homes and furniture, usually out of wood products
Study trends in the exchange of goods, services and money
Help people prepare for their future money needs as a __ planner
Commercial __ harvest food from the seas to sell on the market
Maintain and audit financial records for individuals and businesses
Study chemical substances occurring in living organisms
Design computers, circuits and power systems as an __ Engineer
Maintain, troubleshoot and repair electrical systems and appliances
Save people from burning buildings and dangerous situations
Work in __ and you’ll be building all sorts of large structures
Help adults and children deal with difficult emotional issues
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